Unanet Pay
Introducing more flexible ways to send invoices and get paid faster.

Streamline communications and collections.

Unanet Pay features are designed to help you reduce the time and effort needed to receive payments from your clients. Firms no longer need to wait on a check in the mail that could slow down the payment process by days at a time.

With Invoice Delivery and Payments, you’ll streamline invoicing with enhanced tracking tools, automated reminders and online payment facilitation, powered by Stripe.

Unanet Pay supports both ACH and Credit Cards and allows you to receive payments faster, provides a seamless invoicing experience for your clients, and includes financial reconciliation and reporting.

Gilmore & Associates: Unanet Pay Success Story
Gilmore & Associates, Inc., is a regional civil engineering and consulting firm that has used Unanet A/E for over 12 years. They began using Unanet Pay in June 2020 and have experienced significant efficiency and time-savings:

- **5 Day** decrease in days sales outstanding (DSO).
- **$50-$60k** increase in monthly receipts due to expanded electronic payments.
Unanet Pay Features

**STREAMLINE INVOICE DELIVERY**
Sending printed invoices not only spends employee hours; it adds delivery time, delaying payments and collections efforts. Delivery / Payments expedites your invoices and gets them into the hands of your customers immediately.

**TRACK EMAIL DELIVERY AND CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT**
Emailed invoices are enabled with detailed tracking with metrics for email send status, delivery, opens, and clicks. This means you will have the ability to measure customer engagement and make strategic decisions on how your invoice emails are performing.

**COLLECT PAYMENTS QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY**
Get paid faster by enabling secure, compliant invoice payments, accounting for every transaction seamlessly and easing reconciliation efforts. Today, millions of businesses of every size use Stripe to accept online payments.

**ACH WITH SEAMLESS BANK AUTHENTICATION**
In addition to accepting credit cards, Unanet A/E makes it easy to receive payments through ACH. Payers can quickly add their bank to make ACH payments with full support for bank authentication and real-time balance validation.

**TAKE THE WORK OUT OF CHASING PAYMENTS**
Automatic payment reminders allow you to set up and send reminders at a cadence you determine, which means you can tailor your customer experience with no invoice overlooked. This frees up staff to focus on priority collections efforts, increasing accounts receivable resolutions across the board.

**EVERY STRIPE TRANSACTION ACCOUNTED FOR**
When you receive payments via Stripe, you can automatically see that data flow into the system, easing reconciliation efforts. Plus, with Analytic Dashboards, you’ll have full visibility into your collections’ KPIs.

To get started with Unanet Pay, contact Unanet Support.